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Abstract—Wavelength conversion based on degenerate fourwave mixing in a photonic crystal fiber with two zero-dispersion
wavelengths is investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The proposed concept of universal band translation in a
single-pass traveling-wave structure offers a wavelength band
rather than a single-wavelength mapping between distant spectral ranges. Near-infrared signals are modulated using both harmonic and pseudorandom bit sequences and translated to the
visible optical band. Multiple-channel translation, which produces
wavelength-division-multiplexed idlers in the visible band, is
demonstrated for the first time. The performance of the translation process is measured both spectrally and temporally for both
single- and multiple-channel signals.
Index Terms—Band translation, parametric process, photonic
crystal fiber.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

PTICAL transmission in distant spectral windows is
characterized by unique features that are generally not
found in the standard telecommunication band at 1550 nm.
As an example, a mid-infrared (IR) light (3000–6000 nm)
can be efficiently transmitted through a set of low-absorption
atmospheric windows [1]. Remote sensing or general spectroscopy in the mid-IR window is particularly important because the vibrational transitions of most molecules of interest
occupy this band [2]. On the other end of the optical range, the
blue–green visible band (480–530 nm) is the recognized lowloss transport window in ocean water [3]. Visible light generally
has sufficient energy to excite electronic states, which for
molecules larger than triatoms are typically weakly fluorescent
[1]. Positioned between the visible and mid-IR, a near-IR light
(1550 nm) is capable of nearly lossless propagation in silica
fibers, which form the backbone of the modern telecommunication infrastructure [4]. Unfortunately, methods for light
generation, manipulation, and reception vary widely across
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these distant bands. Although we can amplify, modulate, and
receive high-speed 1550-nm signals, these operations are either
difficult or impractical in the visible and mid-IR bands. Indeed,
no equivalents of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), fast
modulators, or receivers exist outside the near-IR window.
The overwhelming superiority of near-IR technology is the
result of three decades of communications research, which is
unlikely to be replicated in any other spectral range in the near
future.
Instead of developing new band-specific technologies, a
universal band translator (UBT) would naturally leverage
1550-nm technology across the entire optical spectrum. A
general spectrally invariant communication link could be constructed by using 1550-nm sources and modulators, followed
by a band translation to the target (transport) window and
reverse translation back to the 1550-nm band for reception
and decoding. Similarly, a general sensing architecture would
translate light from arbitrary optical windows to take advantage
of low-noise 1550-nm amplifiers and detectors.
Parametric processes are the bases for spectrally invariant
UBT technology extending from the visible to the IR. One such
process, χ(3) photon exchange in silica, offers subpicosecond
response times, and strict phase and quantum-state preservation
over a wide spectral range [5], [6]. The weak Kerr response
of silica can be compensated by long phase-matched interaction regions and high waveguide-confinement factors [7].
Parametric signal processing in fibers has been revitalized by
recent advances in the manufacturing of highly nonlinear fiber
(HNLF). HNLF offers parametric amplification and conversion
efficiencies [7], [8] in excess of 50 dB in the immediate vicinity
of the 1550-nm band. Unfortunately, the classical step-index
design of HNLF does not support single-mode guidance far
from 1550 nm. This deficiency can, in principle, be corrected
by silica photonic-crystal-fiber (PCF) structures, which simultaneously guide spectrally distant signal, pump, and idler bands
from 400 to 2000 nm. Phase-matched photon exchange in the
PCF offers high power efficiency and strict phase fidelity over
a wide spectral range [9], [10]. The wavelength-conversion
(WC) efficiency generally depends on peak pump power, pumpsignal interaction length, and optical nonlinearity [6], [8].
In contrast to conventional rules which apply to the pulsed
regime [13], a UBT peak pump power cannot be arbitrarily
scaled: Format transparency, which is required for genuine
band translation, dictates the operation in the continuouswave (CW) regime. Just as important, the pump-signal interaction length is dictated by the choice of medium: Crystalline
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materials, while highly nonlinear, can be engineered only to
the centimeter scale [16], [17]. An attempt to increase the
effective interaction length by enclosing the nonlinear crystal
within a resonant cavity effectively limits the translated bandwidth [18].
Transverse PCF engineering makes it possible to synthesize nearly arbitrary dispersion profiles, which are required
for phase matching between distant signal and pump waves
[9]–[11]. More importantly, a rigorous dispersion control is
combined with high confinement, providing an elevated nonlinear response (γ). Sharping et al. [13] used these unique characteristics in the construction of an optical parametric oscillator
operating in the pulsed regime. Andersen et al. [14] recently
demonstrated a CW conversion of high-power multiple-mode
1493-nm and single-mode 1549-nm signals in the PCF using
a tunable Ti:Sapphire pump. The silica PCF platform has
reached maturity, with a significant progress made in understanding its guiding properties [12], [15], nonlinear enhancement supporting four-photon mixing (FPM) [14], [20], self- and
cross-phase modulations [19] and supercontinuum generation
[20], [21]. However, little or no effort has been invested to
date [22] in distant modulated signal translation using either
silica or nonsilica PCFs.
This paper reports a band-translation study based on the
FPM driven by one pump in a PCF with two zero-dispersion
wavelengths (ZDWs). A theoretical study of practical PCF
parameters was performed in complement to the experimental
demonstration of a 1550-nm modulated signal to the visible
(500-nm) band. The experiment was performed by the phase
matching commercially available 800-nm pump, multiple telecom band (1550-nm) channels, and submarine communication
band (500 nm). The performance of single- and multiplechannel [wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)] translation
to the visible band is measured and quantified spectrally and
temporally. Continuous tuning of the modulated visible idler
was achieved by a combined control of 800-nm pump and
1550-nm signal.
This paper is organized in four sections: Section II contains
the coupled-mode description of the FPM process in PCF,
introduces the phase-matching conditions for high-confinement
fiber, and compares the conventional HNLF and PCF platforms.
Section III describes a set of experiments, which were performed to demonstrate the translation of single- and multiplechannel modulated signals from the 1550-nm band to the
500-nm band. Finally, in Section IV, the main results of this
paper are summarized.
II. O NE -P UMP P ARAMETRIC P ROCESS IN PCF
FPM processes in nonlinear fibers with variety of designs
have been investigated in detail during the past 20 years [5],
[7]. Degenerate FPM, which is driven by one pump [8], represents the simplest conversion configuration: Two photons
from the same pump are annihilated, and one signal photon
(parametric amplification) and one idler photon (frequency
conversion) are created, provided that both the energy and
momentum of the four-photon system are conserved. The
quantum effect ensures high-energy efficiency in near-IR to
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visible translation: Approximately two thirds of the pump
power is used to generate the short-wavelength (idler) photon, whereas only one third of the power is used to amplify
the long-wavelength (signal) photon. One-pump parametric
interaction in nonlinear fiber is described by the coupled-mode
equations [14]



∂Ap (z)
= iγ |Ap |2 Ap + 2 |As |2 + |Ai |2 Ap
∂z
 αp
Ap
+ 2Ai As A∗p exp(i∆βz) −
2



∂As (z)
= iγ |As |2 As + 2 |Ap |2 + |Ai |2 As
∂z
 αs
+ A2p A∗i exp(−i∆βz) − As
2

∂Ai (z)
= iγ |Ai |2 Ai + 2(|Ap |2 + |As |2 )Ai
∂z
 αi
+ A2p A∗s exp(−i∆βz) − Ai
2

(1)

(2)

(3)

where γ is the nonlinear coefficient, α is the loss coefficient, and
Ap,s,i are the complex field amplitudes of the pump, signal, and
idler, respectively. The linear wavenumber mismatch parameter
is defined as
∆β = βs + βi − 2βp .

(4)

The wavenumber mismatch parameter is defined by the dispersion property of the fiber at spectrally distant pump, signal, and
idler wavelengths. The total wavenumber mismatch κ includes
both the linear and nonlinear contributions:
κ = ∆β + 2γP0

(5)

where P0 is the pump power. In the nondepleted pump interaction, the maximal gain g = γP0 is attained in case of vanishing
mismatch:
∆β(ω) + 2γP0 = 0.

(6)

Equation (6) defines the wavenumber matching condition of
the parametric process. In physical terms, the phase-matching
condition describes a momentum conservation during the fourphoton pump-signal-idler exchange. In classical terms, it simply means that the wavevector of the idler has to be matched
to the vector of the grating formed by the beating of the pump
and the signal. In practical terms, the phase matching (6) can
be solved either by treating the linear mismatch contribution
∆β(ω) as a continuous function of ω or by using its Taylor
expansion and finding the roots of the corresponding polynomial relation [14]. While the latter method is not exact,
by incorporating a sufficient number of higher order terms,
the arbitrary accuracy solution can be found. This approach
is particularly applicable to the PCF with complex dispersion
and loss characteristics that are not easily described in analytic
terms.
The coupled-mode (1)–(6) were successfully used to describe one-pump parametric interactions in both HNLFs [6]–[8]
and PCFs [14]. HNLF, having a conventional step-index structure, usually features a single ZDW and a nearly flat dispersion
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscope image of the commercial photonic
crystal fiber used in this paper.

curve near the ZDW. The FPM in this region can be phase
matched by balancing the linear wavenumber shift (∆β) and
the nonlinear wavenumber shift (2γP ). Since the dispersion
slope is small (S ∼ 0.03 ps/km/nm2 ), only the second-order
dispersion term is significant, and the effects of high-order
dispersion terms are negligible within a spectral range that encompasses the conventional C- and L-bands. Consequently, the
solution of the coupled-mode equations is relatively simple and
even in the case of heavily depleted pumps, can be found in a
straightforward manner [6]. However, the 1000-nm translation
range considered in this paper eliminates the use of HNLF since
its step-index design cannot support the dispersion engineering
over this wide range.
In contrast, the PCF offers qualitatively different capabilities
in precise dispersion tailoring across a near-arbitrary spectral
range. The PCF structure used in this paper is a standard
commercial product designed for supercontinuum generation
at 800 nm and consists of a hexagonal silica core with a
1.6-µm diameter, surrounded by a cladding with a honeycomb
arrangement of circular air holes, as illustrated by the micrograph shown in Fig. 1. By controlling the ratio of the airhole size and adjacent cell distance, it is possible to support
a single-mode propagation in bands separated by hundreds of
nanometers [15]. More importantly, the variation of the same
parameters can be used to synthesize the balanced higher order
dispersion terms and achieve a phase matching for spectrally
distant signal–pump–idler waves [14], [23].
Fig. 2(a) shows the dispersion curve of the PCF used in the
experiment. The PCF is characterized by two ZDWs, at 750
and 1260 nm, and a maximum dispersion of 69.5 ps/km · nm
at 1001 nm. The nonlinear parameter was estimated to be
70 W−1 · km−1 near 800 nm. The large curvature of the dispersion curve requires the inclusion of terms up to the eighth
order in the corresponding Taylor expansion, in order to provide
an accurate description of the phase matching and parametric
interaction.
Fig. 2(b) plots the phase-matching contour corresponding to
the dispersion curve in the case of negligible nonlinear phase
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mismatch, in agreement with the experimental condition of this
paper. By tuning the pump, which is indicated by the vertical
dashed line, two intersections with phase-matching loci define
paired signal and idler wavelengths. A commercial 780-nm
diode pump allows the standard telecommunication band at
1550 nm to be matched with the submarine communication
window at 500 nm. We note that the ideal pairing of signal
and idler waves on the phase-matching contour guarantees the
maximal conversion efficiency, even in the case of low pump
powers. As the pump power increases, the phase-matching
condition can also be altered by the interplay of linear and
nonlinear phase shifts in the region near the pump wavelength,
as the regular modulation-instability (MI) contribution, positioned close to the pump wavelength, becomes important. Since
the translation-paired sidebands, defined by 1550- and 500-nm
waves in this case, are much farther from the pump wavelength
than those affected by the MI, their center wavelength as well
as their spectral shape is less sensitive to the pump-power
fluctuations [14]. On the other hand, for the same reason, the
outer sidebands are very sensitive to the dispersion fluctuations,
which tend to be significant for fibers with such small cores.
The performance of the translator is defined in a significant
way by the effective bandwidth [10], [11]. While the translation
of low-rate single-channel communication can, in principle,
be accomplished by cavity-aided crystalline devices [16], [17],
a general UBT should be capable of mapping the entire WDM
band. The effective bandwidth of the PCF translator can be
controlled by a precise tailoring of local PCF dispersion curvatures at signal, pump, and idler wavelengths. An important
design consideration is related to the high PCF dispersion
experienced by the signal modulated at a high rate. Indeed, a
signal modulated at gigabits per second or faster is expected
to sustain a high intersymbol interference (ISI) in a highdispersion waveguide. While it is possible, at least in principle,
to synthesize the dual-ZDW PCF to simultaneously provide
spectrally distant phase matching and limited local dispersion at
the signal (idler) bands, it is unlikely that this approach would
be required for any practical data rates. The high PCF nonlinear
parameter (γ ∼ 100 W−1 · km−1 ) dictates the use of relatively
short fiber segment (< 20 m), which limits the total dispersion
within the signal band to approximately 3 ps/nm. This small
but finite dispersion is beneficial at practical channel rates
(< 40 Gb/s) since it alleviates constraints on the WDM signal
grid: The channel spacing can be made considerably smaller
than that in the HNLF-based system while maintaining a low
interchannel FPM crosstalk.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
A one-pump parametric device was constructed as shown
in Fig. 3. A single-frequency CW Ti:Sapphire laser, which is
tunable between 780 and 840 nm, served as a parametric pump
and operated in the anomalous dispersion region of the PCF
coil. The polarization-dependent nature of the PCF required the
use of a half-waveplate (W1) to align the pump polarization
to a principal axis of the PCF. A dichroic beam splitter (M2)
was used to combine the pump and signal (1550 nm) bands into
a high-numerical-aperture (NA) coupling objective (MO1). A
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Fig. 2.
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(a) Dispersion curve of the PCF with two ZDWs at 750 and 1260 nm, respectively. (b) Phase-matching contour of the PCF shown on the right.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup; symbols as defined in text. Inset indicates typical
visible (converted) single-channel spectrum. PC—polarization controller;
MZ—Mach–Zehnder amplitude modulator; PG—pattern generator; D—fiber
decorrelator; S—scope; A—amplifier; F—filter; V—variable optical attenuator; P1—polarizer; W1-W2—λ/2 waveplate; T—telescope; M1—metallic
mirror; M2—Dichroic mirror; MO1-MO2—microscopic objective;
GF—grating filter.

standard microscopic objective optimized for visible transmission was used here, and the transmission for both the pump and
signal was only 75%. Ideally, an IR objective should be used.
The first set of experiments was performed using a single external cavity laser signal source tuned from 1530 to
1600 nm. The source was modulated using a Mach–Zehnder
(MZ) modulator driven by either a harmonic or a pseudorandom
pattern generator, with varied pattern length (from 27 − 1 to
231 − 1 bits) and modulation speeds of 50, 155.52, 200, and
400 MHz. The initial modulation speed was limited by the slow
response (100-MHz bandwidth) of the visible detector. The
modulated signal was boosted (A) and filtered (F) in order to
reject excess amplified spontaneous emission from the EDFA.
A fiber polarization controller (PC) was used to maximize the
gradient-index lens (G1) coupling to the free-space signal arm
(G1-M1). The combination of a linear polarizer (P1) and a
half-wave plate (W2) was used to align the pump and signal
polarizations prior to the insertion in the PCF, with minimal
coupled powers of 20.5 and 10 dBm, respectively, throughout
the experiment. A dedicated telescope (T) segment collimated

the signal beam before it was coupled into the PCF by the
objective (MO1). A metallic mirror (M1) was used to steer
the signal arm to overlap with the pump. Two 20-m coils
of PCF that have the same claimed dispersion curve were
used to compare the performance. The PCF output was collimated using a second objective (MO2 40×) and filtered by a
600-nm low-pass dichroic element (F1), which separated the
idler band from the pump and the signal bands. All the waves
were observed in fundamental mode at the PCF output. The
final (visible) idler had a sufficient power in all the experimental configurations (single channel and WDM) to overcome
the output coupling losses (MO2, F1) and was well above
the sensitivity threshold of the receiver. In the second set of
experiments, the single tunable source was replaced by four
WDM channels, which were modulated and decorrelated prior
to the booster (A). The visible channels were then dispersed by
a grating filter (GF), selected by a spatial filter, and detected
by either a fast oscilloscope or the visible detector. In both sets
of experiments, the input signal channels were monitored (C)
prior to the booster stage using a fast oscilloscope (S). In the
last set of experiments, the Ti : Sapphire pump was replaced by
a CW diode laser with a high output power (∼1 W) tunable over
768–786 nm. A faster (1-GHz bandwidth) but less sensitive
receiver was used in this set of experiments. The translation of a
231 − 1 pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) pattern modulated
at 1-Gb/s rate, to a 500-nm band idler, was observed in an errorfree manner.
The experimental performance of the translator, particularly
in terms of conversion efficiency, was limited by the fact that
pump, signal, and idler waves were not exactly phase matched.
The phase-matching contour, which was obtained from approximate manufacturer’s dispersion data, shown in Fig. 2(b), indicates that a 780-nm pump needs to be paired with a 1550-nm
signal. The Ti:Sapphire pump-power peak was offset from
this wavelength, dictating an operation in 800-nm vicinity.
This departure from the ideal phase matching is further compounded by the fact that the commercial PCF sample was not
designed to guide the standard 1550-nm telecom band. These
experimental constraints were investigated using the coupledmode (1)–(3) with an excessive 1550-nm band loss. Fig. 4
compares the typical power evolution estimates along the fiber
for ideal (lossless) and lossy PCF samples. Relatively low pump
power (20 dBm) and a weak input signal (10 dBm) lead to a
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Fig. 4. Pump (800 nm), signal (1550 nm), and idler (539 nm) evolution
in case of lossless (dashed curve) and lossy PCF. Corresponding losses for
signal/pump/idler bands in decibel per kilometer: 50/50/50 (heavy curve),
600/175/200 (medium curve), and 1200/350/400 (thin curve).

Fig. 5. Typical idler spectrum tuned across the visible band and measured by
the visible spectrum analyzer.

−7-dBm translated wave at 500 nm. A moderate loss of
50 dB/km across all three bands decreases the conversion
efficiency by 2 dB, as indicated by the thick curve. This case is
of particular practical interest since it points to the operational
efficiency that could be attained by a current PCF manufacturing process. Any loss in excess of 50 dB/km has a significant impact on the translation efficiency, even for the short
sample lengths used in this experiment: A total signal loss of
10 dB or more reduces the converted power to below −20 dBm.
In the experiment, a −25-dBm 500-nm idler was converted
from a 10-dBm 1550 signal, resulting in a conversion efficiency
similar to that reported in [14]. Fig. 5 illustrates a typical spectrum obtained by a visible-range spectrometer recorded with a
0.5-nm resolution. The idler was tuned across the visible range
to demonstrate the available translator bandwidth. The first coil
under investigation allowed a continuous tuning in the ranges of
515–525 nm and 530–542 nm, whereas the second coil covered
the ranges of 515–525 nm and 565–580 nm. The observed gaps
in the continuous tuning range are attributed to the fact that the
Ti:Sappire laser exhibited large power variations during the tuning process. We observed Ti:Sapphire pump-power fluctuations
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Fig. 6. (a) Fifty-megahertz harmonically modulated 1541-nm signal (upper
trace, 1550-nm PIN receiver) and its translated (531 nm) waveform (lower
trace) and (b) 200-MHz harmonically modulated 1541-nm signal (upper trace)
and its translated waveform, corresponding to 3-dB frequency rollover point of
the visible receiver.

of nearly 30% occurring across the nanometer-scale tuning of
the pump wavelength, thus preventing a rigorous characterization of the equalized translator bandwidth. The idler power
exhibited a high sensitivity to the input pump polarization,
which is in agreement with the previous observation [14]. The
rotation of the half-waveplate (W1) within the pump arm was
used to demonstrate nearly complete idler extinction.
The first modulation experiment was performed with the
pump and signal set at 790 and 1541 nm, respectively; the signal
was modulated harmonically. The generated visible idler at
531 nm was received by a visible detector, with a cutoff frequency of 100 MHz, and was analyzed on the oscilloscope, as
illustrated in Fig. 6. Although the signal was modulated at rates
up to 10 Gb/s, the absence of a fast visible detector rendered any
faster measurements (> 200 Mb/s or 1.5 Gb/s in the later experimental stage) impossible. Modulated and translated waveforms
at 50 and 200 MHz are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), illustrating
the fundamental limitation posed by the slow receiver. The measured idler power scaled linearly with the signal power, as expected for a nondepleted one-pump parametric interaction [14].
The translated modulation measurement was dominated by the
frequency response of the receiver, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In the
case of 50-MHz harmonic modulation, the recovered idler exhibited a high extinction ratio, with average low and high logic
levels of 1 and 500 mV, respectively. Fast harmonic modulation
at 200 MHz exceeded the 3-dB receiver rollover by many tens
of megahertz, resulting in the distortion illustrated in Fig. 6(b).
A second set of modulation experiments was performed
using a nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) PRBS in order to estimate
the penalty induced by the translation process. The modulation
rate was varied from 50, 155.52 (OC-3), and 400 Mb/s, with
short (27 − 1) and long (231 − 1) bit sequences. The idler
waveforms were analyzed using both the sampling oscilloscope
and the bit-error-rate (BER) analyzer. Fig. 7 illustrates typical received idler patterns at 27 − 1 pattern length. Both 50and 155.52-Mb/s patterns are nearly unimpaired, whereas the
400-Mb/s pattern exhibits a heavy ISI imposed by insufficient
receiver bandwidth. Our PRBS modulation test was thereafter
performed at 155.52 Mb/s. Fig. 8 shows a typical eye diagram
with a measured Q-factor of 15.23 dB at 155.52 Gb/s. This
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Fig. 7. (a) Fifty-Mb/s, (b) 155.52-Mb/s, and (c) 400-Mb/s modulated PRBS
words received at 531 nm.

Fig. 8. Eye pattern (531 nm) with 155.52-Mb/s NRZ modulation. The eye
penalty is dominated by the operation of the visible receiver beyond 3-dB
rollover point.

translated performance incorporates the cumulative penalty
associated with the operation of the visible receiver beyond
its 3-dB rollover point, the noisy Ti:Sapphire pump, and the
excessive PCF loss at 1550 nm. The BER measurements of
short PRBS words (< 210 − 1) indicated an error-free performance; however, the longest PRBS sequence (231 − 1) pattern
had a measured BER of 6 × 10−8 . This degradation increase
is attributed to the patterning effect that originates from the
unequalized frequency response of the detector, particularly
near the dc region.
In addition to the translation of a single modulated channel at 1550 nm, we explored the feasibility of WDM (band)
translation. Four channels positioned at 1541, 1549, 1555, and
1560 nm were translated using a fixed and tunable Ti:Sapphire
pump. Fig. 9 illustrates a WDM band casting corresponding
to the parametric pumps positioned at 791, 800, and 802 nm.
The longest wavelength channel (1560 nm) is mapped to either
529 nm (pump at 791 nm) or 540 nm (pump at 802 nm).
Parametric WDM upconversion results in a considerably denser
channel spacing, with the highest frequency channel separation
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just resolved by the visible spectrometer used in this setup. A
9-nm wavelength separation in the communication band was
mapped to a 1-nm separation in the visible band. It is interesting
to note that the ultradense WDM channel spacing of 0.2 nm
(25 GHz) would correspond to a separation of only 0.02 nm in
the visible band, which is well beyond the capabilities of the
spectrometer used in this paper. Downconversion back to the
1550-nm band at the receiving end would ease the need for a
high-resolution visible spectrometer.
The pump was then placed at 840 nm, and two visible
channels converted from two WDM channels at 1565.5 and
1551 nm, respectively, were spectrally demultiplexed, as illustrated in Fig. 10, with the measured Q-factors of 10.9 dB.
The measurements indicate no significant crosstalk, which is in
agreement with the modeled prediction.
In the final set of measurements, the Ti:Sapphire pump and
100-MHz visible receiver were replaced by a CW diode pump
and a gigahertz visible receiver, respectively. Faster modulation measurements were obtained using 20.7-dBm pump and
19-dBm signal coupled powers, yielding −16.7 dBm of visible
power from the 5-m long PCF segment. The idler wavelength
was tuned from 512 to 520 nm by sweeping the pump wavelength, similar to the Ti:Sapphire procedure described above.
The NRZ modulated signal translation was thereafter demonstrated by setting the pump at 777.6 and 775.5 nm, respectively,
and the signal at 1575 nm, resulting in idler wavelengths of
516.2 and 514.4 nm. The idler was received by the visible
detector, which has a 3-dB rollover frequency of 1 GHz, and
was subsequently observed using the fast sampling scope. The
received 1-Gb/s NRZ waveform and eye diagram are shown
in Fig. 11(a). The corresponding Q-factor is 15.27 dB. The
performance of the architecture was quantified by the BER,
measured using a 231 − 1 PRBS pattern to achieve an error-free
performance. Fig. 12 shows the measured BER curve at the two
different wavelengths, indicating that a tuning did not influence
the performance of the WC process. By increasing the NRZ
rate beyond the receiver 3-dB rollover frequency (1 GHz), the
amplitude of the 1.5-GHz idler waveform was reduced and the
measured Q-factor dropped to 13.26 dB, as shown in Fig. 11(b).
IV. C ONCLUSION
In summary, we have demonstrated the translation of single
and multiple modulated channels between the standard nearIR and visible bands. The reported conversion over 375 THz
is a record for modulated channel translation in an all-fiber
structure. BERs at 155 Mb/s and 1 Gb/s were measured for
the intensity modulated signals translated from the near-IR
to the visible spectrum. No significant impairment associated
with the translation process was observed in either the singleor multiple-channel case. The experimental investigation was
performed using commercial PCF coils, which were not designed to support a 1550-nm guiding. Improved translation
performance can be achieved by a combination of dispersionoptimized, low-loss PCF, and higher power single-frequency
pump, which represents a natural extension of the reported
work. While a more sensitive and faster visible detector would
certainly facilitate the optimization of the near-IR to visible
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Fig. 9. (a) Four WDM channels at 1541, 1549, 1555, and 1560 nm are translated to visible spectral domain. Parametric pump is tuned to (b) 791, (c) 800, and
(d) 802 nm.

Fig. 10. Channels demultiplexed after a visible translation: 574 nm (upper
trace) and 576 nm (lower trace).

Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. Measured waveform at (a) 1 and (b) 1.5 Gb/s and corresponding eye
diagrams. Each division corresponds to 2 ns for upper figures and 200 ps for
lower figures.

Measured BER curve for idlers at 516.2 and 514.4 nm, respectively.

characterization within the originating (near-IR) band. We also
believe that significant opportunity remains for further investigations that include multiple-pump parametric architectures
and dual ZDW-PCFs tailored for nondegenerate FPM coupling.
However, we recognize a significant challenge in quantifying
the impact of spatial dispersion and polarization fluctuations in
the PCF on the performance of the translator system.
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